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We must stop changing education!

We have an excellent education system , it can't be made 
significantly better!?



Dream - to enable access to high quality 
education to everybody, globally

co-founder of 3 non-profit organisations
co-founder of 4 companies in education



Why innovate education?



Paradigm shift
- industrial era -> information era



Fundamental questions
- Why?
- What?
- How?



Do we learn what we should 
learn?



Do we learn the way that is 
the most meaningful?



https://youtu.be/2DzlW4gyM1w


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DzlW4gyM1w


join.99math.com

http://99math.com
http://99math.com
https://youtu.be/2DzlW4gyM1w


Empowering innovation 
of education



Johannes Gutenberg, 1440s



http://nordicedtechforum.org/


Ecosystem mapping

- removing bottlenecks

- empowering supportive measures



A few bottlenecks
- difficulties to prove that learning happened 
(common certification/badges, learning analytics, personal development plan environment)

- limited synergy between educators and employers 
(real life into schools, micro degrees, schools/universities to apply modern learning solutions)

- research not finding its way into learners' hands

- microservices based approach hasn't made to edu yet 



- Effect of pandemic in education

- moving online
- digitally enhanced learning?



education-nation.99math.com







http://nordicedtechforum.org/




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6uD8QeazHM&t=16




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hu_BNEL0SyY&t=10




Star Trek - 
HoloDeck first 
aired 1988

One of the first 
mentions of the 
concept. The 
Nursery in "The 
Veldt" (1950) by 
Ray Bradbury

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzNVkc4gB6U&t=34


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ys9ksJhJfo0


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFB7pyeE3F4&t=6


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67qOI9fLn_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67qOI9fLn_A


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CL5yIB9mDTo&t=28


for more information, please contact:

Märt Aro
mart.aro@dreamapply.com

mailto:mart.aro@dreamapply.com
http://nordicedtechforum.org/


Leonardo initiative

to form a cycle of innovation in education and learning





pancakes of 
innovation 

in education



in all other aspects of life we have 
recognised that people are different 
and hence need different services

- education is the only area where we still try to impose a unified system



definition of learning?



we know more than ever 
before how we learn

- but we rarely use this knowledge



are the learners satisfied 
with what we are offering 
(NPS)?



how is innovation born?
- large vs small entities
- best of suite vs best of breed



one possibility to have 
solutions to issues

- invite the community to propose solutions 
- enable / empower the community to develop the solutions in a 

scalable and sustainable way



startup - a small group of enthusiasts who 
wish to solve a problem in a scalable and 

sustainable way



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbJc6sX4jR8


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbJc6sX4jR8


http://www.headai.com/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZE8RqDSMJ0&t=130


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R35gebsTkDI


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R35gebsTkDI&t=23




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8uo1dUTXR0


let’s join forces!


